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ABSTRACT Cloud computing has been recognized as the de facto utility computing standard for hosting
and delivering services over the Internet. Cloud platforms are being rapidly adopted by business owners
and end-users thanks to its many benefits to traditional computing models such as cost saving, scalability,
unlimited storage, anytime anywhere access, better security, and high fault-tolerance capability. However,
despite the fact that clouds offer huge opportunities and services to the industry, the landscape of cloud
computing research is evolving for several reasons, such as emerging data-intensive applications, multicloud
deployment models, and more strict non-functional requirements on cloud-based services. In this paper,
we develop a comprehensive taxonomy of main cloud computing research areas, discuss state-of-the-art
approaches for each area and the associated sub-areas, and highlight the challenges and future directions
per research area. The survey framework, presented in this paper, provides useful insights and outlook for
the cloud computing research and development, allows broader understanding of the design challenges of
cloud computing, and sheds light on the future of this fast-growing utility computing paradigm.

INDEX TERMS Cloud Computing, Future Directions, Research Challenges

I. INTRODUCTION

Computing resources have been transformed more and more
to a model inspired by traditional utilities such as water,
electricity and telephony. In such commodity models, the
end-user is offered services based on his or her requirements
without having to be aware of where the services are located
and how they are delivered. This on-demand delivery of
computing as a utility has been realized by technologies
such as cluster computing, grid computing and more notably
cloud computing. Considering the latter, it is defined as an
umbrella term to cover a category of on-demand computing
services initially offered by reputable IT vendors, such as
Amazon, Google, and Microsoft. The main principle behind
the cloud computing model is offering computing, storage,
and software “as a service".

Among several definitions of cloud computing, one of
most comprehensive definitions is proposed by Buyya et
al. [1]. They have defined the cloud as follows: “Cloud is
a parallel and distributed computing system consisting of
a collection of inter-connected and virtualized computers
that are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or

more unified computing resources based on a Service-Level
Agreement (SLA) established through negotiation between
the service provider and consumers". From this definition and
other similar definitions, a set of common characteristics of
a cloud platform can be extracted [2], including i) pay-per-
use; ii) elastic capacity and the illusion of infinite resources;
iii) self-service interface; and iv) abstracted or virtualized
resources.

Since the inception of the concept of cloud computing, a
large and growing body of research has been carried out to
address diverse challenges in the design, development and
management of cloud computing platforms. As a very broad
and rapidly evolving subject, the cloud research encompasses
a wide spectrum of basic challenges including the cloud
network architecture, network virtulization, cloud resource
management, load balancing, cloud application engineering
and management, the security and privacy of cloud platforms,
and interoperability and openness.

Besides the above primary challenges, the landscape of
cloud research is changing and expanding for several reasons,
such as the emergence of novel application areas such as
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Internet of Things (IoT), the shift from single provider data
centers to multiple ones, emerging data-intensive applica-
tions, and more strict quality of service requirements on
cloud-based services, such as low latency. These have trig-
gered new areas of cloud research, such as cloud federation
and multicloud, data management in the cloud, modeling
and simulation of cloud systems, and new low-latency and
context-aware cloud architectures, such as Fog. These recent
and growing cloud research directions imply the need for a
thorough study of ongoing cloud-related research activities
and a broad outlook to the future of this computing discipline.
The main contribution of this paper is to provide a com-
prehensive view on the future research directions in cloud
computing. To this end, we provide a complete taxonomy of
main cloud computing research areas, discuss briefly state-
of-the-art approaches for each area and the associated sub-
areas, and present the challenges and directions per research
area.
Related surveys. Existing survey works on cloud computing
have either provided a brief overview of the research efforts
made so far in developing cloud systems or focused only on
a specific issue of cloud design, such as security [3]–[5].
The only recent survey on the future of cloud computing
is presented by Varghese and Buyya [6], followed by an
extended version in [7]. Below, we summarize how this paper
differs from the above papers:

– This paper studies more carefully the following topics
in cloud computing: architecture, big data, application
domains and engineering, modeling and simulation, se-
curity and privacy, and interoperability and portability.

– With respect to resource management and networking,
this paper covers more detailed challenges, and more
recent work and directions, while data management is
discussed differently in this paper as compared to the
above surveys.

– In the above surveys, the non-functional aspects of cloud
research are explored more in detail than in this paper,
such as reliability, sustainability, scalability, and usability.

– From a complementary viewpoint, the other surveys have
touched some recent topics such as software-defined net-
works, blockchain, and machine learning.

Therefore, we argue that our paper and the aforementioned
surveys are complementary, providing insights from different
perspectives for the future. The taxonomy in Figure 1 shows
the topics and the associated sub-topics studied in this paper.

The methodology we adopted for the framework of this
study consists of the following steps. First, we extracted the
list of main cloud research areas from the relevant call for
papers of reputable journals, conferences and workshops,
e.g. IEEE International Conference on Cloud Engineer-
ing (IC2E), IEEE Cloud, IEEE Access, IEEE International
Conference on Cloud Computing Technology and Science
(CloudCom), IEEE/ACM International Conference on Util-
ity and Cloud (UCC), IEEE Cloud Computing magazine, and
IEEE Transactions on Cloud Computing, to name the most

important ones. Second, under each main area, we searched
carefully for the reported research contributions in the lit-
erature and relevant research projects. We selected those
contributions with high citation counts or published in top
ranking venues or journals. This guided us to the second level
of challenges after studying research contributions under
each main topic, called cloud research sub-areas, e.g. Energy
Efficiency as a sub-area of Resource Management. Finally,
we read carefully the compiled list of relevant research
works, grouped them, and linked them based on the chain of
citations, resembling a mind map for the entire cloud research
(as shown in Figure 1). This, indeed, serves as the framework
for discussing state-of-the-art per sub-area and presenting the
future directions based on our analysis on efforts made so far
as well as the reported potential future work per sub-area.

The paper is structured based on the aforementioned eight
main topics, discussed from Section II to Section IX, re-
spectively. In Section X, we present the summary of cloud
research challenges and future directions, and make the con-
cluding remarks.

II. CLOUD ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we discuss state-of-the-art and outstanding re-
search challenges at the architectural level in a modern cloud
computing system. We classify architectural challenges into
several distinct categories. First are the challenges associated
with the data center architectures, which fundamentally stem
from the unique demands of cloud computing systems unmet
by traditional data center architectures. Second, we outline
research challenges associated with the use of hybrid and
heterogeneous cloud platforms, such as in federated clouds
and multicloud setups. Then, we study the fog computing
model—the new architectural concept in cloud computing.
The fourth area we explore relates to the challenges in
cloud networking, including the data center level networking
issues and those imposed by the federated cloud architec-
tures. Finally, we discuss challenges related to the specific
cloud services that can benefit from a modular and holistic
approach at the cloud architectural level. In this connection,
Big Data analytics and High Performance Computing (HPC)
applications in clouds are briefly outlined.

A. CLOUD DATA CENTERS
Many architecture level challenges for clouds can be traced
back to the basic building blocks of data centers which are
used to realize cloud services. Studies show that about 40%
of the costs of a data center go directly to the data center
infrastructure like power distribution, cooling, and network
equipment [8]. Data Center Networks (DCNs), in particular,
are of critical importance in improving the overall perfor-
mance and utilization of the costly data center resources.
Besides contemporary data center requirements, such as per-
formance efficiency, flexibility, and easy management, cloud
DCNs also impose unique challenges stemming from the
very nature of the shared model of cloud computing. We
identify some challenges for the future work in the following.
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FIGURE 1: The taxonomy of cloud computing research areas

Higher inter-server bandwidth in data centers. Unlike
traditional enterprise data center workloads, a significant part
of the total communication in a cloud data center occurs
within the server machines in the data center, requiring higher
bandwidth between server machines [8]–[10]. Traditional
data center architectures are typically comprised of a layered
approach consisting of an edge layer with Top of Rack
(ToR) switches connected at an aggregation layer, which in
turn are unified at the core layer switches (cf. Figure 2). A
problem with such an approach is that the links in the network
core are often oversubscribed leading to lower bandwidth
between server machines connected to different aggregation
layers [11]. Various DCN architectures have been proposed
in the literature for both traditional enterprise data centers
as well as for the needs of modern data centers like clouds.
Following the approach taken by Liu et al. [12], DCNs
can be broadly classified into two categories: architectures
with fixed topology, and architectures with flexible topology.
Fixed-topology DCNs contain both popular tree-like topolo-
gies, such as fat-trees [11], Portland [13], Monsoon [14],
and VL2 [15], and recursive topologies such as DCell [16],
BCube [17] and FiConn [18]. The DCN architectures based
on recursive topologies can also be considered as server-
centric compared to switch-centric fixed topologies [9]. The
fixed topology architecture usually employs a single inter-
connection network throughout the data center, predomi-

nately Ethernet. To cater with high bandwidth demands at the
network core, flexible topology network architectures, such
as Hedera [19] and Helios [20] have been presented.
Automation and fast network reconfiguration. Another
important distinction between enterprise data centers and
cloud data centers is the automation required for scaling,
which is fundamental in cloud computing. Tenant workload
in clouds consists of VMs provisioned over data center
resources. The VMs often need to migrate between server
machines for improving server consolidation, decreasing
fragmentation [8], and tolerating faults. Current network
architectures employ static network reconfigurations, lacking
the fast reconfiguration methodologies required for dynamic
cloud networks. New DCN architectures are emerging that
specifically target cloud data centers, such as DCNet [10].
However, practical evolution of such novel architectures in
large-scale clouds is still very limited. More detailed surveys
of data center architectures, and DCNs in cloud computing,
are provided respectively by Chen et al. [9] and Wang et
al. [21].

B. CLOUD FEDERATION AND MULTICLOUDS
Modern enterprises increasingly rely on hybrid cloud solu-
tions to meet their computational demands by acquiring ad-
ditional resources from public clouds. Cloud federation [22]
enables end users to integrate segregated resources from
different cloud systems. The federated clouds offer more
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FIGURE 2: Traditional three-layer data center architecture

freedom to the cloud users, and increase the granularity of
choices in application deployment.
Resource management and context-awareness. Popu-
lar open-source cloud orchestration solutions, like Open-
Stack [23] and OpenNebula [24], provide mechanisms to
complement private cloud infrastructures with dynamically
acquired resources from public clouds. Nevertheless, re-
source management is not well integrated with state-of-the-
art federated cloud solutions. Further, none of the cloud
platforms supports cloud context-awareness, which is needed
to optimize application deployment in multicloud environ-
ments. Furthermore, multicloud application deployments are
subjected to various resource abstraction models offered
through different cloud providers, thereby a unified approach
is needed for interoperability.
Lack of data-awareness. Recent efforts [25]–[27] have
targeted model-based approaches for the design, develop-
ment, deployment, and self-adaptation of multicloud appli-
cations. In particular, several cloud modeling frameworks
are in active development to equip application developers
with capabilities to define a rich set of design-time and
run-time attributes like application requirements, Quality
of Service (QoS) constraints, and security considerations
for multicloud deployments. However, a large number of
challenges are still not addressed. In particular, support of
data-aware deployments in multicloud environments is still
very restricted. Techniques like latency-aware job placement,
data-aware scheduling, and data prefetching are well-known
in the literature for single-network environments, and should
be incorporated by the application deployment model in
multiclouds.

C. FOG COMPUTING
Fog computing is a new computing paradigm that acts as
an intermediate architectural layer residing between cloud

platforms and devices, in particular IoT smart devices and
sensors, as shown in Figure 3. Fog computing is mainly pro-
posed for IoT applications that are geospatially distributed,
large-scale, and latency sensitive, while latency-tolerant and
large-scale data processing tasks can still be efficiently ex-
ecuted in the cloud. An early fog-based architectural model
was introduced by Tang et al. [28], proposing a hierarchical
fog computing architecture for big data analysis in smart
cities. Its goal is to support quick response at neighborhood-
wide, community-wide and city-wide levels. Another recent
approach is to employ a Software Defined Network (SDN)
[29] and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [30] in
order to increase network scalability and reduce costs, in
many aspects of fog computing, such as resource allocation,
VM migration, traffic monitoring, application-aware control,
and programmable interfaces. To maintain a collaborative
execution environment, fog nodes can be formed as clusters,
either based on the homogeneity of the fog nodes [31] or
their location [32]. Cluster based collaboration is effective in
exploiting capabilities of several fog nodes simultaneously,
but time and dynamic formation of clusters largely depend
on the existing load and the availability of fog nodes. As
a similar approach, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) collaboration among
the fog nodes is very common. P2P collaboration can be
realized in hierarchical [33]) and flat order [34]. However,
reliability and access control related issues are challenging
in P2P collaboration models. The following challenges are
worth special attention in the future of cloud fog integration.
Dynamic fog-based architectures. In order to support on-
demand fog service provisioning and orchestration, archi-
tectural service and task distribution models are required
for orchestrating the segmented functionality of applications
deployed over a Fog hierarchy. With massive and diverse IoT
services in next-generation IoT cloud computing platforms,
providing such on-demand and personalized services be-
comes challenging because of the lack of scalable and adapt-
able design solutions for creation, composition and man-
agement of fog services. Such architectural models should
efficiently and dynamically support migration of computing
tasks [35] and services across things, fogs, and cloud plat-
forms, in particular in the case of mobile IoT and fog devices.
Considering mobility, the state-of-the-art approaches do not
support context-aware and QoS-aware placement of mobile
processes [33], [36]. This implies that the dynamics of fog
architecture models should be enhanced with supporting and
processing contextual and QoS parameters, such as process-
ing power or location of a fog node.
Processing dynamic data-centric tasks. Utilizing fog de-
vices in big data processing applications will introduce new
challenges in terms of dynamic task processing and data flow
architectures when fog nodes are part of the data processing
platform. Dataflow programming models are suitable for fog
applications [35], [37], [38]. A dataflow program is basically
represented as a directed graph, where tasks are depicted
by vertices (nodes) and data dependencies are denoted by
edges between nodes. The ability to orchestrate dataflow
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programs running on things, fog, and cloud platforms is
an interesting future research direction. This also applies
to the data communication flow between devices that spans
multiple networks and domains. In addition, mechanisms are
needed to enable the automation in terms of which elements
of the initial data flow should be transformed and when, e.g.
in the presence of bottlenecks, the processing flow should
move some computations from the cloud to the fog and vise
versa.
Data consistency. It can be achieved by coordinating the
cloud servers in the data centers controlled by the cloud.
However, in fog computing, when data objects on a fog
device is updated, it is necessary not only to coordinate
the cloud servers, but also invalidate the cached data on
the fog node and client devices if strong data consistency
is required [39]. This may reduce write performance, not
justifying the use of fog nodes as the write cache servers. On
the other hand, by transferring the the data object’s ownership
from the cloud to fog nodes, better write performance can
be promised than with cloud computing, as the fog nodes
resides at the edge of the network. Therefore, fog computing
has the potential to achieve data consistency more efficiently
than cloud computing. This indicates that achieving data
consistency on fog nodes introduces a number of challenges,
including data caching mechanisms at the edge level, con-
sistency preservation for mobile fog nodes, and coordination
models for fog-cloud data consistency support.
Automatic service discovery. Users and IoT devices should
be able to discover fog services based on their current loca-
tion. Indie Fog [40] relies on a global federated registry for
fog services discovery. F2C-Aware [41] proposes a discovery
approach that allows devices in WiFi-powered fog-to-cloud
systems to become aware of each other and the associated
services. Implementing service discovery protocols in fog
computing can be quite challenging due to the unknown or
dynamic architecture of fog networks. Beyond that, service
provisioning in fogs is usually realized dynamically, i.e.
new virtual machines are orchestrated on the spot when a
particular service is needed.
Context-aware edge resources discovery. This is an even
greater challenge for augmenting fog computing capabilities.
This challenge mainly refers to processing closer to the ex-
treme edge of the network. This implies the need for acquir-
ing and understanding the relevant contextual information de-
rived from any edge device registered in a system. Therefore,
the main challenge is to develop advanced context analysis
capabilities in order to be able to define the most appropriate
devices at the extreme edge of the network that are able to
undertake parts of the processing effort, e.g. adequate battery
level. The limited body of work, in this area, has mainly
focused only on user demands as a contextual parameter.
CARDAP [42] is a component-based platform that can be
used in fog networks for developing complex distributed
mobile analytics applications using situation context infor-
mation captured from the user and his or her environment.
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FIGURE 3: A general architectural model for Fog computing

D. CLOUD NETWORKING

The effectiveness of a cloud data center directly depends
on i) the ability of its network architecture to intelligently
provision resources; ii) quickly adapting with the irregular
demand patterns; and iii) its ability to work predictability in a
multi-tenant shared environment. In the following, we briefly
discuss the state-of-the-art and open challenges for different
areas related to cloud networking.
Cost-effective reliable communication. Reliable commu-
nication is an important challenge in cloud data centers.
In general, clouds employing traditional network architec-
tures may not prove efficient for the applications which
require certain performance guarantees, for example, big data
and HPC applications [43]. To provide efficient support for
such applications loss-less interconnection networks can be
used [44], [45]. Loss-less Ethernet covers various networking
technologies, based on classical Ethernet, implementing link-
level flow control to avoid packet loss inside the network
fabric. Data Centre Bridging (DCB) is one set of standard
enhancements to Ethernet aiming to provide a loss-less trans-
port layer. DCB enables a converged unified fabric in data
center environments where the Local Area Network (LAN),
the System Area Network (SAN), the cluster inter-process
communication, and the management traffic all share the
same underlying networking infrastructure. With the help
of DCB enhancements, high-performance interconnection
networking using Ethernet has become a feasible option [46].
However, an important challenge is the cost of such networks
in cloud data centers.
Network virtualization challenges. Network virtualization
technologies facilitate creation of multiple Virtual Networks
(VNs) on top of a shared physical network infrastruc-
ture [47]. Most of the work in the field of network virtualiza-
tion is motivated by the needs of traditional Internet Service
Provider (ISP) networks [48]. It has its shortcomings when
applied to cloud data center networks—the most important
challenges related to scalability, performance isolation, and
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heterogeneity [49]. As the cloud data centers often rely on
economies of scale, packet forwarding schemes require mini-
mum possible forwarding states in the switching elements for
scalability. In addition, it is desirable that each tenant receives
predictable network performance unaffected by the work-
load of the other tenants. Both hypervisor level rate-limits
and QoS features can be used to provide such bandwidth
guarantees. Oktopus [50] provides VN abstractions in the
form of virtual clusters, and uses rate-limiting at hypervisor
level to enforce per VM bandwidth guarantees. Multiprotocol
Label Switching (MPLS) or Resource Reservation Protocol
(RSVP) based schemes can also be used to reserve band-
width along the communication path, but it requires switch-
ing components to have traffic engineering capabilities. The
problem with the static bandwidth limits is that the network
is poorly utilized. To cater this challenge, some solutions like
Gatekeeper [51] and SecondNet [52] implement predefined
service levels with both soft and hard bandwidth guaran-
tees. Gatekeeper, for instance, implements two bandwidth
parameters, minimum guaranteed bandwidth and maximum
allowed rate for each VM pair. Such solutions typically suffer
from the issues related to the fairness in low load conditions.
Seawall [53] assigns proportional weights for bandwidth
allocation to the VMs or processes on the links to achieve
improved network utilization. It uses congestion-controlled
tunnels between VMs to enforce bandwidth sharing policies.
A Network Driver Interface Specification (NDIS) packet
filter intercepts and limits the rate of transmitted packets.
While Seawall focuses on the performance guarantees, a
notable drawback is that it does not provide full-address
space virtualization.
Lack of integration between cloud and the SDN con-
troller. Many cloud networks are prone to configuration
issues due to the complexity of the architecture. This is
largely due to the aggregation of control and forwarding logic
in the switching elements. The SDNs enable decoupling of
control and data plane to provide a simpler, flexible, and
programmable network infrastructure. The control policies
are managed centrally using the SDN controller. The For-
warding Devices (FDs) such as switches and routers interact
with the SDN controller using a well-defined interface like
OpenFlow [54] or ForCES [55]. The research focus in the
literature has been mostly on the robust controller architec-
ture [56], [57] and efficient switch design to enable low-
overhead programming of the network components. How-
ever, from the perspective of a data center, as the manage-
ment and virtualization layers do not interact with the SDN
controller, the benefits of SDNs are limited. For instance,
even though techniques and mechanisms of load balancing
have been developed in the literature for SDNs [58], the
impact on the dynamic cloud networks is limited. This is
because sub-optimal bandwidth utilization is often obtained
due to not considering network resource requirements for the
dynamically changing workload in the cloud. Similarly, the
data center is not able to efficiently support applications that
require strong QoS guarantees, e.g. multimedia services.

Federated cloud networking challenges. The growing pop-
ularity of hybrid and multicloud setups requires robust and
scalable solutions to provide connectivity between appli-
cations across data centers. In particular, the cross-cloud
deployments, where application components are simultane-
ously deployed at different distributed and federated data
centers, need mechanisms for secure and efficient communi-
cation among application components. In connection with the
cloud federation, several cloud network management tools
are currently available based on the concept of software-
defined data center networks, such as OpenNaaS [59] and
CloudNaaS [60]. OpenNaaS, in particular, offers dynamic
provisioning and automatic configuration of network re-
sources and defines provider-independent interfaces for ac-
cess to resources. However, there are still many open chal-
lenges in this area for potential future work. Both existing
network management solutions and the current cloud plat-
forms have still limited support of uniform network service
presentation. In addition, standards must be developed to
enable uniform composition of networked resources across
domains. Further, dynamic provisioning of overlay networks
over heterogeneous interconnection networks is still not ad-
dressed.

E. BIG DATA ANALYTICS IN CLOUDS
Big Data is one of the major current trends in computing. In
the areas of social media, business intelligence, information
security, Internet of Things (IoT), and scientific research, a
tremendous amount of data exists or is generated. The data
can be both structured and unstructured, and created and col-
lected at a speed surpassing what we can handle using tradi-
tional techniques. Users create content, behavior is recorded,
sensor data is collected, and experiments run, to mention just
a few potential producers and sources of big data. Within
the large amount of data produced, the great potential lies
in the form of undiscovered values, structures, and relations.
To facilitate realizing this potential, which turns out to be the
new competitive advantage to the businesses [61], many com-
mercial cloud providers offer specialized big data services in
the form of Platform as a Service (PaaS) solutions. These
solutions, such as Amazon Elastic Map Reduce (EMR) [62],
IBM BigInsights [63], and Microsoft Azure HDInsight [64]
are typically implemented by allowing easy use of large-scale
data processing frameworks, namely Apache Hadoop [65]
and Apache Spark [66]. One main future direction in this area
is cross-cloud computing.
Cross-cloud data processing. Many of the above solutions
impose lock-in as there is no standard and unified way of
defining and accessing platform-level services for the end
users. Moreover, data migrations between different cloud
platforms is inherently costly [67]. In addition, and more
importantly, trust has remained a major issue hindering the
broader adoption of cloud services by enterprises for data
analysis [68]. It is a common perception that, due to lack of
control and transparency, data stored in the cloud is prone to
theft, misuse, and unauthorized access. The use of multiple
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cloud providers, e.g. as in federated cloud setups for deploy-
ing application components and associated data repositories,
further escalates the trust issue. In such compositions, it
is critically important that access control mechanisms are
context-aware and established over the dissociate admin-
istrative domains that control storage and inter-cloud data
communication during the application life-cycle.

F. HPC CLOUDS
Traditionally, HPC resources were almost exclusively de-
ployed and committed by large research institutes, univer-
sities, national laboratories, and governmental bodies. The
engineers and scientists, as HPC users, normally had to wait
long before getting access to the highly sought-after HPC
resources for their applications. With the emergence of big
data workloads as the new HPC killer application1 it arises
the need for extending HPC resources to a much wider
audience in a flexible and cost-effective way.

Arguably, through HPC clouds, a large number of en-
terprises, as well as research institutes and academic orga-
nizations, could benefit from feature-rich cloud offerings.
This potentially saves them substantial capital expenditure
while providing instant and elastic resource capacity for their
applications. However, in practice, effective use of cloud
computing for HPC systems still remains questionable due
to the following challenges.
Performance unpredictability. Applications running on
shared cloud networks are vulnerable to performance unpre-
dictability and violations of service level agreements [69]–
[73]. On the contrary, HPC applications typically require
predictable network performance from the infrastructure.
This shortcoming of shared clouds is also reflected in the
market uptake of cloud computing for HPC workloads. A
recent market study published by Intersect360 Research [74]
shows a lack of market growth for HPC in public clouds,
despite mentioning machine learning as a key new trend. The
report suggests that the market remains selective with respect
to the jobs it offloads to the cloud platforms. The performance
unpredictability in a multi-tenant cloud computing system
typically arises from server virtualization and network shar-
ing. While the former can easily be addressed by allocating
only a single tenant per physical machine, the sharing of net-
work resources still remains a major performance variability
issue [70].
Lack of flexibility in loss-less interconnection networks.
Over the last decade, we have seen an incredible growth in
the popularity of loss-less interconnection networks, such as
InfiniBand (IB) [75], in the HPC systems and data centers.
Recently, the use of loss-less interconnection networks in
cloud computing has also gained interest in the HPC com-
munity [44], [45], [76], [77]. Thanks to the high-throughput
and low-latency communication such interconnect solutions

1Coined by PC Week in 1987, the term ‘killer application’ is used to refer
to a software application so important for customers that it drives popularity
of some larger technology, such as the computer hardware or platform.

offers, cloud systems built on an loss-less HPC intercon-
nects promise high potential of bringing HPC and other
performance-demanding applications to clouds [71]. Further-
more, many such interconnects provide sufficient security
mechanisms to complement in typical non-trusted data cen-
ter environments. However, clouds using HPC interconnects
have not still matured. Challenges related to load-balancing,
low-overhead virtualization, and performance isolation hin-
der full potential utilization of the underlying interconnect
when clouds are deployed on loss-less interconnection net-
works. Moreover, clouds are characterized by dynamic en-
vironments resulting in frequent network reconfiguration, for
which efficient mechanisms are yet to be supported in current
loss-less interconnection technologies.

Table 1 shows a summary of challenges and future direc-
tions related to the cloud architecture.

III. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
In large-scale cloud environments, efficient resource manage-
ment is an important challenge affecting both the delivered
application performance and the costs of maintaining reliable
services for the end users. The key resource management task
is to find the optimum allocation of available resources for
sustainable application delivery and performance, together
with achieving cost-effectiveness and energy-efficiency in a
cloud data center. Resource optimization, however, imposes
a diverse set of challenges for each research type, and at each
cloud layer. Further, resources themselves are either physical
objects such as Central Processing Units (CPUs), memory,
and disk storage, or virtualized objects encompassing com-
plex high-level services, such as virtual machines, or contain-
ers. In the following, we outline key challenges associated
with the resource management and briefly identify research
areas where the state-of-the-art still needs improvements to
cope with the needs of next generation cloud computing
platforms.

A. VIRTUAL MACHINE MANAGEMENT
Server virtualization is the key technology behind modern
data centers; it provides abstraction of the hardware and sys-
tem resources, like CPU and memory, to achieve improved
sharing and utilization. Hypervisors such as Xen [78] and
KVM [79] allow multiple VM to be co-hosted on a single
physical machine to enable server virtualization. Cloud data
centers typically rely on server virtualization technologies
for providing on-demand provisioning of VMs. However,
virtualization also has its own costs. Studies show that the
overhead incurred by the use of virtualization could have
a substantial negative impact on the overall performance of
data centers [80]. Moreover, in a dynamic cloud environ-
ment, where VMs are allocated and destroyed often, resource
fragmentation may occur, which can result in lower server
utilization. To cater for fragmentation, VM migration tech-
niques are employed, which enable moving a running VM
from one server hardware to another. VM migrations make
a powerful tool to optimize VM allocations in a cloud data
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Sub-areas Challenges and Future Directions References
Cloud Data Centers

• Higher inter-server bandwidth in data centers
• Automation and fast network reconfiguration

[8]–[21]

Cloud Federation and Multiclouds
• Resource management and context-awareness
• Lack of data-awareness

[22]–[27]

Fog Computing
• Dynamic fog-based architectures
• Processing dynamic data-centric tasks
• Data consistency
• Automatic service discovery
• Context-aware edge resources discovery

[33], [35]–[42]

Cloud Networking
• Cost-effective reliable communication
• Network virtualization challenges
• Lack of integration between cloud and SDN con-

troller
• Federated cloud networking challenges

[43]–[60]

Big Data Analytics in Clouds
• Cross-cloud data processing

[61]–[64], [67],
[68]

HPC Clouds
• Performance unpredictability
• Lack of flexibility in loss-less interconnection net-

works

[44], [45], [69]–
[77]

TABLE 1: Cloud architecture research challenges and future directions

center based on the cloud provider’s optimization strategies.
For instance, VM migration can be employed to allow for
power saving by shutting down unused server machines. It
will also improve network performance and application per-
formance by co-locating communicating VMs, and avoiding
co-locating CPU-intensive workloads. VM migration across
geographically distributed data centers or among different
cloud providers in a multicloud environment, however, re-
mains challenging to the day.
Container-based virtualization. To reduce VM overhead,
an interesting alternative candidate for the server virtual-
ization is the recent developments around Linux Contain-
ers [81]. Containers offer isolation as close as to VMs without
the overhead of running a separate kernel and simulating all
the hardware. Containers, however, are not fully cloud-ready,
and the support for effective container management in clouds
is yet to be realized.

B. MULTI-TENANCY
Multi-tenancy is a salient feature of cloud computing, defined
as a scheme where applications belonging to different users
are co-located in a shared data center infrastructure [82].
Multi-tenancy promises high utilization of system resources
and helps maintaining cost-effective operation for service
providers. However, multi-tenant infrastructures also intro-
duce several security and performance challenges [83], [84].
The most critical one is associated with providing perfor-

mance isolation to the tenants [85], [86]. Previous research
has shown that the sharing of resources with other tenants
in a shared cloud incurs unpredictable application perfor-
mance [87]–[89].

Network and performance isolation is a much discussed
topic in the literature. Both hypervisor level rate-limits and
QoS features have been used to provide appropriate band-
width to the tenants. SeaWall [53] provides a fair network
sharing policy among competing VMs. However, as the shar-
ing policy applies to the VMs instead of tenants, a tenant can
practically increase its share of the bandwidth by launching
additional source VMs. Other solutions, like Netshare [90],
Oktopus [50], and SecondNet [52] work on per tenant band-
width share basis. However, they require some kind of cen-
tralized control plane resulting in reaction time overhead. A
more recent approach, EyeQ [91] uses congestion control to
provide predictable bandwidth guarantees to the tenant VMs.
The isolation system works by enforcing admission control
on traffic, thus pushing bandwidth contention to the network
edge.
Trade-off between system utilization and performance
isolation. The most important challenge with respect to
multi-tenancy in a shared cloud system is to find the optimum
trade-off between high system utilization and performance
isolation among tenants [92]. Moreover, performance isola-
tion requirements are application-specific and cloud systems
should be equipped with capabilities to monitor and detect
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contention points between tenants [93]. They also need to
resolve the contention points where necessary to use service
migrations and other contention-avoidance techniques. In
this context, current work is very limited and mostly aca-
demic in nature, requiring further research and development
in this direction.

C. AUTOMATED SERVICE PROVISIONING AND
ELASTICITY
Cloud services are defined as software services that use
cloud resources. A cloud service consists of appropriately
configured software components deployed into a set of dy-
namically allocated infrastructure resources. One of the key
features of cloud platforms is the capability of acquiring and
releasing resources on-demand. The objective of automated
service provisioning is to enable automatic allocation and de-
allocation of resources from the cloud to satisfy service level
objectives, while minimizing operational costs.
Automated service provisioning for QoS guarantees. In
order to enable the automated provisioning and management
of cloud services, Kirschnick et al. proposed an architecture
to allow the declarative definition of services using a Tem-
plate Description Language for the topology design [94]. In
addition, a Component Description Language is defined to
specify the individual configuration and deployment behavior
of software components. Templates enable requirements-
driven rapid service provisioning, while hiding the configu-
ration complexities from the end user. Topology and Orches-
tration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [95] is
a standard to enable automated deployment, termination, and
further management functionality, such as scaling or backing
up applications through the two TOSCA main concepts: i)
application topology; and ii) management plans. The for-
mer provides a structural description of the application, the
components it consists of, the relationships among them, and
components’ management capabilities. The latter combines
these management capabilities to create higher-level man-
agement tasks, which can then be executed fully automated
to deploy, configure, manage, and operate the application.
Wettinger et al. presented a generic methodical framework
to transform DevOps artifacts into standards-based TOSCA
models that can be orchestrated arbitrarily to model and
deploy cloud applications [96]. As another recent approach,
Naseri and Navimipour proposed a new hybrid agent-based
method for efficient service composition in the cloud [97].
They compose services by identifying the QoS parameters
and exploit the swarm optimization algorithm to select the
best services based on a fitness function. As future work,
using autonomic service computing features to provide self-
management capabilities such as fault-tolerant cloud services
and comprehensive quality of service assurance is an impor-
tant future direction.

D. LOAD BALANCING AND HETEROGENEITY
Load balancing in cloud platforms is a mechanism that dis-
tributes the excess dynamic local workload evenly across all

the cloud nodes. Load balancing is aimed at achieving high
user satisfaction and resource utilization ratio, by ensuring
that no single node is overwhelmed, thereby improving the
overall performance of the system. There are mainly two
types of load balancing algorithms: static and dynamic al-
gorithms.
Static algorithms. In static algorithms, the traffic is divided
evenly among the cloud servers. They require a prior knowl-
edge of system resources, so that the decision of shifting of
the load does not depend on the current state of the system,
making them suitable for systems with low variation in load.
The early static algorithms are based on the well-known
load balancing technique called Round Robin in which all
processes are divided among all available processors [98],
which may make some nodes heavily loaded and other may
be idle. This problem is solved by B. Radojevic et al. [99]
by introducing a static load balancing algorithm called the
Central Load Balancing Decision Model (CLBDM)—an
enhancement of the Round Robin technique using session
switching at the application layer. J Hu et al. [100] intro-
duced a static scheduling load balancing approach on virtual
machine resources whose technique considers the historical
data and the current state of the system. Min-Min and Max-
Min algorithms have also been proposed for cloud resource
management. In Min-Min algorithms [101], the task with
minimum completion time is selected and assigned to the
corresponding server. After this assignment, calculated com-
pletion time of remaining tasks is updated on the server host-
ing a task. The Max-Min algorithm [102] works in the same
way, but it selects a task with maximum completion time. The
Opportunistic Load Balancing Algorithm attempts to keep
each node busy. This algorithm deals with the unexecuted
tasks faster and in random order to current node, where every
task is randomly assigned to the node.
Dynamic algorithms. In dynamic algorithms, the server with
lightest load in the whole network or system is searched
and preferred for balancing a load. D. Babu et al. [103]
proposed a Honey Bee Behavior inspired Load Balancing
technique which helps to achieve even load balancing across
virtual machines to maximize throughput. This approach
helps other processes to choose their VM, meaning that if a
task has high priority, then it selects a VM having minimum
number of priority tasks. Ant Colony Optimization is the
other dynamic load balancing technique in which an ant starts
the movement as the request is initiated. It uses the “Ants” to
collect information about the state of the cloud nodes and
uses this to assign tasks to a particular node [104].

Ren et al. presented a dynamic load balancing algorithm
for clouds based on an algorithm called Weighted Least
Connection (WLC) [102]. The WLC algorithm assigns tasks
to a node based on the number of connections that exist for
that node.

There are a number of key challenges, in this area, which
are worth considering as future directions.
Multi-factors for load balancing. The first is to consider
multiple types of resources in load balancing, such as mem-
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ory, computing, storage, and bandwidth together. Moreover,
multi-objective optimization algorithms are needed to ad-
dress the VM load balancing as a multi-objective problem
includes parameters such as time of migrations, execution,
and SLA violations.
Energy saving. This is an important factor to provide eco-
nomic efficiency where utilization of resources is maximized.
Energy-aware load balancing aims at identifying servers
operating outside their optimal energy regime and decides
if, and when, they should be switched to a sleep state or
what other actions should be taken to optimize the energy
consumption. There are some works on energy-aware load
balancing. Paya and Marinescu proposed and algorithm that
performs load balancing and application scaling to maxi-
mize the number of servers operating in the energy-optimal
regime [105]. As another solution, Zhou et al. proposed a
carbon-aware online control framework to dynamically bal-
ance and make decisions on three control decisions, including
geographical load balancing, capacity right-sizing, and server
speed scaling [106]. Existing work still lacks load balancing
techniques that consider together energy consumption, car-
bon emission and cost of services.
Predictive measures of load. Cloud resource prediction is
challenging due to the very dynamic and fluctuating nature of
workloads. In order to predict the resource needs, historical
time series data of past workload is usually leveraged. There
are few works that propose prediction-based load balanc-
ing approaches in the cloud. LSRP [107] is an ensemble
approach for resource demands prediction through a two-
phase prediction mechanism. Bala and Chana designed a
prediction-based approach facilitating proactive load balanc-
ing through the prediction of multiple resource utilization
parameters in the cloud [108]. In existing solutions, migra-
tion time represents the common issue of making decisions
in a cloud environment due to incomplete information. An-
alyzing prior requirements and current process properties
makes it possible to predict the future load. In addition,
for a virtualized infrastructure, it is necessary to investigate
the barter between the efficient utilization of the hardware
infrastructure and predictability of resources.
Meta-heuristic algorithms. Meta-heuristic algorithms are
mostly inspired from nature, like genetic algorithms, Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO), and honeybee foraging algo-
rithms. Wen et al. proposed a distributed VM migration
strategy based on ACO [109]. ACO and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) can be combined to deal with virtual
machine load balancing [110]. Pang et al. proposed a task-
oriented resource allocation method (LET-ACO) to optimize
the energy consumption by scheduling tasks, using an im-
proved ACO [111]. Due to their large solution space, meta-
heuristic algorithms need more time to run and find the final
solution, as compared to heuristic algorithms. These types
of algorithms, used for load balancing, also need to be im-
proved with respect to their time cost. In addition, evaluating
their performance on popular platforms, like OpenStack, is
desirable.

E. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Given the strong correlation between climate change pat-
terns and CO2 emissions [112], energy efficient systems
with low carbon footprints have become a natural topic of
recent developments. Modern data centers boost very large
infrastructures with high energy requirements, and are sub-
ject of large amount of research in improving their power-
efficiency [113]–[115]. The power consumption analysis in
a data center is complex as power requirements come from
different areas such as cooling infrastructure, servers, net-
working equipment, and operations [116]. In cloud comput-
ing, energy efficient resource management can be tackled at
different levels, from the hardware infrastructure to virtual-
ized resources and applications, and the distributed workload
management across data centers [117]. In the following, we
categorize relevant research areas and highlight challenges
for the future work.
Energy efficient resource management. Prominent energy
efficient resource management techniques in a single cloud
data center include energy-aware VM placements and mi-
grations [118]–[120], server consolidation to save power by
shutting down unused machines, Green SLA-aware com-
puting [121], [122], and prediction-based algorithms [123].
Distributed data centers bring additional challenges, mostly
related to the global workload management across data cen-
ters taking data center characteristics and request proximity
into account. A good overview of the energy efficiency in
cloud computing and state-of-the-art analysis is provided
by Khosravi and Buyya [124]. The trade-off between high
energy efficiency and SLA violations, as well as the study
of the workload characteristics for better predictions are still
topics of active research as existing solutions do not ad-
dress these areas sufficiently [125]. In addition, for federated
and geographically-distributed data centers, VM migrations
across geographically-distributed data center sites (for energy
saving) is still not explored [124].
Energy proportional networking. Network is the most crit-
ical resource to provision and manage in a data center, albeit
less studied as a resource management problem in the context
of clouds. The effectiveness of a cloud data center directly de-
pends on the ability of its network architecture to intelligently
provision resources, quickly adapting with irregular demand
patterns, and its ability to work energy-efficiently. Networks
account for a good proportion of power-consumption in a
data center with studies suggesting their share as high as
20% of the total power consumption [114], [126]. Currently,
both hardware-level enhancements and network-specific fea-
tures have been studied for realizing power-efficient net-
works [127], [128]. However, energy efficiency challenges
arising from new technologies, such as federated cloud net-
working and unified DCN fabrics are still not well-studied.
Moreover, challenges related to energy-aware network pro-
visioning mechanisms for cloud systems, considering smart
routing, congestion control, and load balancing algorithms,
remain to be addressed. Furthermore, as discussed above, the
trade-off between power-efficiency and network performance
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needs to be considered by the future work. In addition,
mechanisms of high granularity service differentiation that
can work efficiently under different traffic conditions are to
be devised for real-world cloud networks [116].

F. PREDICTIVE RESOURCE SCHEDULING

The main aim of predictive resource scheduling is to allocate
resources in advance to improve system performance and
scheduling quality. Many of the basic principles and tech-
niques of the predictive resource scheduling in the cloud date
back to the grid computing days. Chapman et al. presented a
predictive resource scheduling framework for grid computing
infrastructures [129]. The authors have employed a Kalman
filter theory [130] based implementation to predict the ex-
pected future load on the grid to reduce the job waiting time.
Lately, a variety of methods have been used in the literature
to predict application performance and job completion time
in the grid, ranging from meta-heuristic techniques to genetic
algorithms [131] and ant colony optimizations [132], [133].
Predictive resource scheduling in multiclouds. In the con-
text of cloud computing, a problem with predicting cloud
resource performance is the unavailability of the data needed
at the user end. In particular, with the growing popularity of
multiclouds, the end users are faced with the challenge of
predicting cloud performance with very limited information
about the cloud infrastructure itself. As clouds by defini-
tion employs a shared resource model with multiple tenants
and heterogeneous workloads, understanding and predicting
application performance turns out to be difficult. Islam et
al. used neural networks and linear regression models to
predict upcoming resource demands for adaptive resource
provisioning in the cloud [134]. However, the focus remains
on dynamic resource scaling and elasticity issues. Efficient
auto-scaling has also remained an important topic of re-
search [135], [136]. With application deployments spanning
over multiple cloud providers and geographical locations, re-
source requirement predictions, and auto-scaling techniques
need to be revisited to cater for the needs of multicloud users.
Table 2 shows a summary of challenges and future directions
related to the cloud resource management.

IV. DATA MANAGEMENT IN THE CLOUD
Clouds offer significant advantages over traditional cluster
computing architectures including flexibility, ease of deploy-
ment, and rapid elasticity—all packed up in an economically
attractive pay-as-you-go business model. Thanks to these ad-
vantages, enterprises are increasingly moving their business
applications together with their back-end data management
systems to clouds. Traditionally, distributed file systems, like
Global File System (GFS) [137] and Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS) [138], and Massive Parallel Processing
(MPP) analytical database systems were deployed in the
cloud, as they support rapid elasticity by scaling-out. How-
ever, such systems impose significant challenges in applica-
tion portability and migration to clouds. More recently, cloud

deployments using non-relational data management systems
are also growing.

In the following, we provide an overview of key data
management issues, briefly describe the state-of-the-art, and
highlight challenges for the future work.
Transactional data management. Traditionally, database
transactions are needed to conform to the ACID guarantees:
Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability. However,
maintaining ACID transactional guarantees over large dis-
tributed infrastructures have proven to be hard [139]. For in-
stance, when data is replicated over geographically-dispersed
locations, maintaining consistency can have substantial neg-
ative affect on the availability of the system [140], [141].
Although alternative guarantees such as BASE (Basically
Available, Soft State, Eventual consistency) are practically
sufficient for most cloud applications [142], they make cloud
transition harder for some enterprise applications that heavily
rely on transactions. A partitioned database system, such
as ElasTraS [143], can be used for distributed synchroniza-
tion, but still consistency across partitions is compromised.
Supporting transactional databases in clouds, thus, is subject
to challenges which are physically bounded by the latency
between distributed cloud data centers.
Share-nothing architectures. In a shared-nothing architec-
ture, each node in a distributed system is independent and
self-sufficient. Shared-nothing databases have become very
popular due to the scalability features they offer. However,
the problem with the shared-nothing architecture is that they
are not very suitable for the applications that are transaction-
based, as described in the previous section. With the recent
advancements in data sharding techniques and NoSQL stor-
age systems, like BigTable [144], HBase [145], and Cassan-
dra, some of the challenges associated with non-relational
data management systems have been addressed. However,
cross-cloud data access in shared-nothing architectures re-
quires context-aware data access control mechanisms and
appropriate policy models. However, these issues are still in
early stage of development.
Data lock-in. Lock-in is an economic condition in which
a customer is dependent on the vendor-specific technology,
products, or services as it becomes unfeasible or fairly costly
to switch to another competitor [146]. Data lock-in in cloud
computing systems can be attributed to two important factors.
First, the data migrations across different cloud providers are
costly, and the trade-off between moving data near appli-
cations and moving applications near the data often go in
favor of the second option [147], [148]. Second, different
cloud providers support different data storage technologies,
formats, and data access protocols, forcing cloud users into
a lock-in due to incompatibilities between cloud systems. In
this connection, active standardization efforts are needed to
ensure data portability among heterogeneous cloud systems
[149].
Holistic data life-cycle management. Holistic management
of the complete data life cycle is an important challenge for
efficient data management in clouds. The data life cycle in-
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Sub-areas Challenges and Future Directions References
Virtual Machine Management

• Container-based virtualization
[78]–[81]

Multi-tenancy
• Trade-off between system utilization and perfor-

mance isolation

[50], [52], [53],
[90]–[93]

Automated Service Provisioning and Elas-
ticity • Automated service provisioning for QoS guaran-

tees

[94]–[97]

Load Balancing and Heterogeneity
• Multi-factors for load balancing
• Energy saving
• Predictive measures of load
• Meta-heuristic algorithms

[105]–[111]

Energy Efficiency
• Energy efficient resource management
• Energy proportional networking

[114], [116],
[118]–[128]

Predictive Resource Scheduling
• Predictive resource scheduling in multiclouds

[134]–[136]

TABLE 2: Resource management research challenges and future directions

cludes distinct phases covering data acquisition, preparation,
analysis, integration, aggregation, and final representation of
the data [150]. In large-scale distributed environments, opti-
mization of the complete data life cycle is generally appli-
cation specific, and involves careful planning and proactive
management strategies [151]. Automated data placement in
the cloud has attracted interest of the researchers in the recent
years [152], [153]. However, for efficient data management in
the cloud, data life-cycle management needs to be integrated
with both application modeling and data storage frameworks.
The current approaches [154]–[156] tend to exploit data
locality by using data-aware job scheduling, but they do not
address combined concerns related to data acquisition, data
outsourcing to the cloud, privacy, and confidentiality. With
respect to data placement, acquisition or generation in the
cloud, long-term storage decisions are desired due to high
costs associated with the data migration. Furthermore, the
initial selection of the data placement can also potentially
affect subsequent application deployments due to data grav-
ity, thereby a holistic approach towards the data life cycle
management is strongly needed.

Table 3 shows a summary of challenges and future direc-
tions related to the cloud data management.

V. APPLICATION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

In this section, we discuss programming models and frame-
works for cloud-based applications, techniques for managing
application performance and application life cycle.

A. APPLICATION PROGRAMMING MODELS AND
FRAMEWORKS
Jin and Buyya developed a MapReduce-based programming
framework called Aneka, for the .NET platform, called
MapReduce.NET [157]. Its main goal is to support program-
ming data-intensive applications in the cloud and facilitate
also development of compute-intensive applications, such
as Genetic Algorithm (GA) applications. The heart of the
framework is the Aneka Container which is the minimum
unit of deployment for Aneka Clouds, and also the run-time
environment for distributed applications. The container hosts
a collection of general services that perform all the operations
required to create an execution environment for applications,
including resource reservation, storage and file management,
persistence, scheduling, and execution.

Cloud vendors like Amazon and Google have introduced
the serverless programming models to simplify the develop-
ment of cloud-native code [158], [159]. The serverless mod-
els basically abstract away most of the DevOps related con-
cerns so that developers create actions that load on-demand
and are triggered to execute by system generated events or
end users. OpenWhisk [160] is a recent serverless program-
ming model that supports multiple programming languages
and composition of services using action sequences.

CodeCloud [161] is an architecture and a platform to
support the execution of scientific applications in the cloud
under different programming models. It features a declarative
language of the requirements of applications and virtual
infrastructures with an emphasis on software deployment
and customization at run-time. It encompasses virtual con-
tainers to orchestrate the virtual infrastructure deployment
and configurations for different programming models. Ser-
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Sub-areas Challenges and Future Directions References
Transactional Data Management

• Supporting transactional databases in clouds
[139]–[143]

Share-Nothing Architectures
• Cross-cloud data access in shared-nothing archi-

tectures

[144], [145]

Data Lock-in
• Standardization for data portability

[146]–[149]

Holistic Data Life-Cycle Management
• Holistic approaches towards data life cycle man-

agement

[150]–[156]

TABLE 3: Data management research challenges and future directions

viceSs [162] is a framework for the development, deploy-
ment, and execution of parallel applications, business and
scientific work flows and compositions of services in the
cloud. It provides users with a simple sequential program-
ming model that does not require the use of Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) and enables the execution of
the same code on different cloud providers. In the mOSAIC
project [163], a reference layered API is provided which
focuses on achieving interoperability between clouds. The
developer has to provide application requirements through
the API while the multi-agent brokering mechanism of mO-
SAIC searches for services matching the requirements.
Cloud ready programming models. The main future di-
rection, in this area, includes a brand new programming
paradigm to develop clouds ready applications [164], in
which one would write only the business logic. Then, the
cloud infrastructure, the framework, and the middleware
should be able to take care of all concerns of deployment,
monitoring, and self-scaling. This also needs a reasonably
sophisticated Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) or PaaS level
API, exposed by the cloud infrastructure, supporting applica-
tion developer’s needs, such as generic application life-cycle
management.

B. APPLICATION PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
In computing, Application Performance Management (APM)
is an area that deals with techniques for efficient monitoring,
performance optimization, and high-availability of software
applications [165]. The main job of an efficient APM mecha-
nism is to monitor the application, detect performance issues,
and maintain required level of service. In cloud computing,
APM relates to two main areas: efficient cloud monitoring,
and dealing with performance unpredictability in clouds, as
discussed in the following.
Cloud monitoring. Clouds are complex, multi-layered in-
frastructures, often spanning multitude of hardware and soft-
ware domains. As cloud-based services are increasingly be-
coming popular, there is a definite need for monitoring both
the behavior of the cloud infrastructure and the achieved
performance for the applications deployed on them under dif-

ferent conditions and time periods. Enterprise-level continu-
ous cloud monitoring tools have been created to tackle this
issue. However, most popular cloud monitoring tools, such
as CloudWatch [166] and AzureWatch [167], are proprietary
and cloud provider-specific [168]. Thus, there is still a need
for providing open platform-independent monitoring tools,
as well as uniform monitoring interfaces for different cloud
providers.
Performance unpredictability in the cloud. When using re-
sources acquired from public cloud providers, the users have
limited control over resource provisioning onto the actual
hardware. The lack of knowledge about the infrastructure
makes it difficult to schedule application consisting of dis-
tributed components efficiently. Even repeated deployments
of the same application on the same cloud platform might
result in different performance metrics due to the hardware
selection in the cloud, uncontrollable by the cloud user.
In addition, clouds by definition provide a shared resource
model where multiple tenants are served from the same data
center infrastructure. Therefore, applications running for one
tenant in the shared cloud are affected by the interference
from other concurrent workloads, resulting in performance
unpredictability, as previously shown in the literature [88],
[169]. To cater for this dynamical challenge, applications
deployed on clouds need to be continuously monitored and
adapted, if needed. This makes sure that the current de-
ployments correspond to the best possible configurations
according to the current cloud resource performance, user
requirements, constraints, and the execution context. In this
context, PaaSage [170] takes a mode-driven feedback con-
trolled approach where the current deployments are con-
tinuously monitored, and if they do not fulfill the current
model’s constraints and goals, a new deployment is proposed
and deployed in the cloud. However, PaaSage does not con-
sider the data-awareness needed for many enterprise cloud
applications, and data-intensive workload. Therefore, further
research is needed to devise mechanisms so that application
deployments and reconfigurations in clouds follow the data
locality requirements.
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C. APPLICATION LIFE-CYCLE MANAGEMENT
The Cloud Application Management Framework (CAMF) is
a recently established open source technology project that
facilitates life-cycle management operations for cloud appli-
cations, in a vendor-neutral manner. To achieve this, CAMF
focuses on three core operations: application description,
application deployment, and application monitoring. In large
development teams, group members can effortlessly share
application descriptions, deployment information, artifacts,
or even complete cloud projects. Sefraoui et al. propsed a
cloud Integration and Management Platform (CIMP), which
serves as an intermediate between users and cloud solu-
tions and offers additional components that enhance their
functionality [171]. TOSCA [95] proposes the concept of
ServiceTemplate to capture the structure and the life-cycle
operations of cloud-based applications. The plan part of
ServiceTemplate defines how the cloud application is man-
aged and deployed. The management plans and management
operations trigger transitions between the states of life-cycle:
i.e. starting, running, stopping, and error. Baryannis et al.
proposed a research road map for managing the lifecycle of
service-based applications on multiclouds [172]. It encom-
passes extensions to use TOSCA to tie several cloud-specific
models together and to connect with work flows and offer a
logic-based requirements engineering model.
Cross-platform life-cycle management. The main research
challenge in life-cycle management is cross-platform and
cross-layer monitoring and adaptation of applications. Ex-
isting frameworks have paid little attention to this chal-
lenge. The SmartFrog framework [173] is an early solution
to manage life-cycle of distributed applications in multi-
clouds through provisioning, deployment, change manage-
ment, and termination. To this end, this framework takes
into account relationships between software components,
virtual infrastructures, and the underlying physical infras-
tructure. CloudMF [174] leverages model-driven engineering
and provides a domain-specific language for specifying the
provisioning and deployment of multicloud applications, and
uses models for managing the full application life-cycle. Both
frameworks above lacks a comprehensive life-cycle manage-
ment solution which covers all stages from monitoring to
reconfiguration.

Table 4 shows a summary of challenges and future direc-
tions related to the cloud-based application engineering and
management.

VI. APPLICATION DOMAINS
In this section, we discuss specific challenges associated with
cloud applications in different domains.

A. INTERNET OF THINGS
In recent years, several attempts have been made to integrate
smart things to web-based platforms, such as proprietary
Representational State Transfer (REST) based application
servers and later to cloud-based platforms. While early work
in this area was mainly focused on technological integration

challenges for making such an integration happen efficiently
and easily, recent cloud-based solutions aim to facilitate
wide-scale adoption and integration of IoT systems, exploit-
ing the cloud’s benefits in terms of performance, scalabil-
ity, etc. In particular, IoT can benefit from the unlimited
capabilities and resources of the cloud to compensate its
technological constraints, e.g. storage and processing. On the
other hand, the cloud can benefit from IoT by extending its
scope to make services of real world things accessible at the
cloud level in a more distributed manner. This integration will
impact the development of future IoT applications, where
information gathering, processing, and transmission will in-
troduce new challenges and requirements, such as real-time
and context-aware data processing.

One category of exiting work has mainly focused on ex-
ploiting the cloud service delivery models to enable efficient
and scalable IoT service delivery [176] using, e.g. domain-
independent PaaS frameworks for efficient IoT service de-
livery. Cloud-based ’Hubs’ is the other category of results
proposed for developing large-scale IoT applications such as
smart cities. Under this model, the core IoT infrastructure
is exposed as a data hub via a PaaS framework, addressing
some of the core technical issues in building cloud-based
IoT frameworks. The main advantage of this approach is that
multiple hubs can be connected, or federated, to build up a
system of systems that can represent significant parts of the
IoT ecosystem, e.g. the components of a smart city [177].
Considering cloud-based middleware solutions for IoT ser-
vices delivery, in OpenIoT project, a middleware framework
is proposed to enable the dynamic, self-organizing formula-
tion of optimized cloud environments for IoT applications
and IoT services delivery [178].

Cloud-based IoT data analysis frameworks are another
category of applications in this domain. Vögler et al. pro-
posed a generic, scalable, and fault-tolerant data processing
framework based on the cloud to allow operators to perform
on-line and off-line analyses on gathered data to better un-
derstand and optimize the behavior of the available smart
city infrastructure [179]. The proposed framework is able to
autonomously optimize the application deployment topology
by distributing processing load over available infrastructure
resources when necessary based on both on-line analysis of
the current state of the environment and patterns learned from
historical data.

Cloud-based programming for IoT applications defines
high-level programming constructs and operators to encap-
sulate domain-specific knowledge, i.e. domain model and be-
havior. This raises the level of programming abstraction and
enable the developer to implement applications without wor-
rying about the complexity of low-level device services and
raw sensory data streams publication and processing [180],
[181].

Although there exist many industrial products and aca-
demic initiatives on cloud-based applications and integration
of IoT systems, a number of critical challenges should be
carefully addressed.
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Sub-areas Challenges and Future Directions References
Application Programming Models and
Frameworks • Cloud-ready programming models

[157]–[164],
[175]

Application Performance Management
• Platform-independent monitoring tools
• Performance unpredictability in the cloud

[88], [166]–[170]

Application Life-Cycle Management
• Cross-layer and cross-platform monitoring and

adaptation

[95], [171]–[174]

TABLE 4: Application engineering and management research challenges and future directions

Security. Handling security concerns of cloud-based IoT
services is challenging due to the differences in the security
mechanisms between IoT devices and cloud computing plat-
forms.
Real-time data processing. Real-time provisioning of IoT
services is an important design aspect of IoT cloud applica-
tions, such as smart cities. Addressing real-time requirements
of diverse IoT services in large-scale cloud-based deploy-
ments is very important. Recently, some work has been
carried out on modeling the IoT data hosted in the cloud with
real-time processing support [182]. As mentioned before, fog
computing is a recent category of approaches for supporting
real-time and low-latency processing of IoT data. There are
several frameworks proposing the use of fog nodes for IoT
data processing and application programming over fog [35],
[37], however they do not specifically meet the real-time
processing requirement.
Standardization. Standardizing cloud computing also
presents a significant challenge for IoT cloud-based services
due to having to interoperate with various vendors.
Dynamic deployment in cloud-fog. There a few works re-
ported recently on dynamic Fogs. They either are focused on
using container-based platforms on fogs and studying their
feasibility [183], or propose multi-tenant cloud-fog SDNs or
NFV orchestration for fog services [184], [185]. To allow
for flexible provisioning of applications whose deployment
topology evolves over time, we need approaches to clearly
separate application components that are independently ex-
ecutable. Moreover, integrating non-functional elasticity and
quality-of-service dimensions, e.g. context and costs, is very
critical in order to further optimize the deployment topology
and enable local coordination of topology changes between
edge devices.
Cross-cloud IoT services. New cloud platforms are now
more frequently used with increasing number of new ser-
vices, e.g. smart city cloud offerings. It will be necessary to
ensure that cloud based IoT systems are able to accommodate
a number of peer PaaS services. In addition, application
developers can be offered a framework that allows them to
exploit cloud services and functionality resides in different
clouds [177].
Application-oriented resource modeling. It refers to eval-

uating and modeling the resource consumption of IoT appli-
cations in order to effectively allocate computing resources
on a multi-tenant IoT service platform. The application-
oriented resource model will consider device behavior and
constraints, physical context of applications, data processing
requirements, and usage patterns. Li et al. proposed a multi-
tenant PaaS model to enable the concept of virtual verticals,
as opposed to physically isolated vertical solutions [186].

B. CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

Cyber-Physical Cloud Computing (CPCC) is increasingly
gaining attention thanks to its scalable, on-demand, and
reliable provision of physical services. This has triggered
several lines of research to address challenges, such as ar-
chitectural patterns for integration, virtualization of physical
components in the cloud, security, privacy, and cloud-assisted
situation-awareness and decision support [187]. The first and
the most significant issue, in this context, is the software
architectural model for CPCC. As a generic view to the
integration of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and the cloud,
Simmon et al. discuss integration aspects of CPS in the
cloud from a high-level viewpoint, such as CPS virtualiza-
tion, interconnectivity between CPS services in the cloud,
reliability and privacy [188]. The paper investigates a diverse
set of requirements for CPCC, e.g. timeliness, reliability, and
security; and proposes a conceptual architecture framework
for CPCC, as shown in Figure 4.

The IMC-AESOP research project [189] presented main
architectural services for cloud-based industrial applications,
i.e. a type of CPCC, such as monitoring, management, data
handling, and integration. Additionally, there are some re-
sults that address particular research challenges in the in-
tegration of manufacturing and industrial systems into the
cloud, e.g. vehicles and robots. In [190], the V-Cloud ar-
chitecture is presented to enable cloud computing system of
vehicles in order to meet safety and comfort requirements for
the driver. Jiafu et al. designed a vehicle CPS and mobile
cloud computing integration architecture to provide mobile
services for potential users such as drivers and passengers
to access mobile traffic cloud [191]. The future research
directions include:
Need for standards. The current status of CPS clouds shows
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FIGURE 4: The conceptual model of cyber-physical cloud computing systems [188]

that most of existing solutions are proprietary although some
of them rely on open-source platforms, e.g. Apache Hadoop
with its Map-Reduce framework [138].
Privacy and security. Existing work on the security of
CPCC is somewhat limited. There are some solutions on
security of Industrial CPS. For example, in [192], the security
challenges of industrial Supervisory Control and Data Acqui-
sition (SCADA) systems are discussed when introduced for
IoT-cloud environments. SCADA systems are mostly utilized
in industrial CPS. Within the same industrial context, Lopez
and Rubio proposed an industrial architecture where multiple
access control models are assessed when cloud technologies
are integrated, with special emphasis on their adaptability and
achieving a trade-off between security and efficiency [193].

Although some challenges are common with traditional
cloud computing security, CPCC would be subject to addi-
tional threats that must be carefully addressed. With respect
to the fact that CPCC systems are highly distributed involving
different heterogeneous components, attacks can occur at
different layers, either at the CPS layer or at the cloud layer.
Therefore, comprehensive end-to-end security mechanisms
must be provided to ensure the integrity of any transaction
that takes place in CPCC systems.
Programming abstractions. It is important to provide de-
velopers with new APIs that allow them to easily interact
with CPCC systems, in the same way as traditional clouds,
like Amazon Web Services, Google Apps Engine, etc. The
recent contributions in this area have mostly revolved around
general cloud-level service provisioning model. Activity as
a Service [194] is a full-fledged cyber-physical framework
to support community, on-line and off-line human activity
recognition. This framework is built atop the BodyCloud
platform to enable high performance computing of collected
sensor data and data storing on the cloud. Wu et al. present
a smart delivery drone as a Cloud-Based Design Manufac-
turing (CBDM) service and a corresponding CBDM system
architecture is proposed which incorporates CBDM-based

design processes [195].
Real-time requirements. CPCC systems often include time-
sensitive requirements that require real-time guarantees to
deliver time-critical data, in particular for automation and
control applications, such as vehicle applications. Therefore,
cloud-hosted CPS services should be enhanced with the
support of real-time requirements. The state-of-the-art has
mostly focused on real-time information delivery in vehicular
CPS [196], [197].

C. ESCIENCE
eScience is defined as a combination of information tech-
nology and science to address challenges related to storing,
interpreting, analyzing, and distributing large-scale scientific
data. eScience has been applied in various fields such as bi-
ology, chemistry, physics and sociology. The earlier eScience
applications were mostly deployed to computing grids thanks
to their aggregated computational power and storage capac-
ity. Recently, many eScience projects from various scientific
disciplines have been shifting to cloud platforms by intro-
ducing eScience as a service—an emerging and promising
direction for science computing.

Cloud-based eScience applications can be generally clas-
sified to the following categories [198]: life sciences [199],
physical sciences [200], climate and earth sciences [201],
and social sciences and humanities. The tasks in these appli-
cations are typically grouped into stages that are connected
by producer-consumer data sharing relationships. In general,
seven common data flow patterns can be envisioned including
pipeline, broadcast, scatter, gather, reduce, all-gather, and all-
to-all [202]. eScience applications, like typical many-task
applications, can be viewed as stages of independent tasks
that are linked by these data flow patterns, e.g. using map-
reduce model to schedule jobs.

A dominant category of eScience applications is medi-
cal research. Bioinformatics is confronted with increasingly
large data sets, e.g. in gene sequencing systems. Genome
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sequencing aims to provide a deep understanding of sequence
variations as a foundation for investigating the relationship
between genotype and phenotype. It provides important
insights into the study of population genetics, e.g. causal
variants of genes for syndromes such as Freeman-Sheldon
syndrome [203]. The other application area is medical image
processing. The growth in the volume of medical images
produced on a daily basis in modern hospitals has introduced
new image processing use cases [204], such as i) parameter
optimization for lung texture classification using support vec-
tor machines; ii) content-based medical image indexing and
retrieval; and iii) dimensional directional wavelet analysis for
solid texture classification.

Although there are many eScience applications today
hosted by cloud platforms, the development of next genera-
tion eScience applications poses new challenges due to prob-
lems rooted at the interplay between eScience requirements
and cloud computing features. We explain them below.
Data lock-in. Since the eScience projects usually involve
a large amount of data provided by different research in-
stitutes, such as the genome sequence data, it will become
crucial to support standard cross-cloud APIs for faster and
cheaper processing of such data. Unfortunately, most existing
cloud infrastructures provide very limited capabilities for
data, application, and service interoperability. This makes it
difficult for the cloud user to migrate data and services from
one provider to another. As mentioned earlier in this paper,
there are two main factors related to this challenge: i) data
migration across different cloud providers is costly [147],
[148], and ii) different cloud providers support different data
storage technologies, formats, and data access protocols.
With respect to the latter, standardization is needed to ensure
data portability among heterogeneous clouds [149].
eScience common development infrastructure. The efforts
in implementing eScience projects in the cloud are rather ad-
hoc today, resulting in the lack of reusability of one solution
in other eScience applications [205]–[207]. In order to
provide a more efficient development cycle and better exploit
running eScience systems, we need generic and reusable plat-
forms on which applications from various research fields can
be built along with components specific to each application
type. For example, crowdsensing frameworks [208], [209]
are a generic solution for many applications based on large-
scale community data gathering.
Real-time processing of scientific data. Most of existing
technologies and tools for scientific data processing, e.g.
Hadoop [138], are not a catch all technology but rather they
are best suited to batch processing applications, as opposed
to real-time queries which are issued in new discoveries
in scientific applications. Apache Storm [210] provides dis-
tributed, real-time stream processing; however using native
scheduler and resource management features in particular,
become bottlenecks in this framework.

D. MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) refers to an infrastructure

where both the data storage and data processing happen
outside of the mobile device. Mobile cloud applications move
the computing power and data storage away from mobile
phones and into the cloud, bringing applications and MCC to
not just smartphone users but a much broader range of mobile
subscribers. The advantages of MCC include extending bat-
tery lifetime, improving data storage capacity and processing
power, and improving reliability. The integration of two
different fields of cloud and mobile computing introduces
many technical challenges as discussed below.
Low bandwidth. This is a big issue in MCC as the radio
resource for wireless networks is much scarce as compared
to traditional wired networks. Sharing the limited bandwidth
among mobile users is a common solution to this issue. Jin
and Kwok [211] propose a solution to share the bandwidth
among users who are located in the same area. Jung et
al. [212] adopt a data distribution policy which determines
when and how much portions of available bandwidth are
shared among users from which networks, e.g. WiFi and
WiMAX.
Availability. This is another important issue in MCC as
service availability is dependent to the availability of wireless
networks. One solution is, instead of having a link directly to
the cloud, a mobile user can connect to the cloud through
neighboring nodes in an ad-hoc manner like the approach
proposed in [213]. Zhang et al. proposed a WiFi based
multi-hop networking system called MoNet, which includes
a distributed content sharing protocol for infrastructure-less
settings [214].
Heterogeneity. MCC is basically used in highly heteroge-
neous networks in terms of wireless network interfaces. Intel-
ligent Radio Network Access (IRNA) is an effective model to
deal with the dynamics and heterogeneity of available access
networks. Klein et al. proposed an architecture, based on
IRNA, to provide an intelligent network access strategy for
mobile users to meet the application requirements [215].
Offloading in the static environment. This is basically
related to the estimation of performance parameters before
the program execution, e.g. estimating energy consumption
of the code [216]. Several solutions are proposed to find the
optimal decision for partitioning applications before offload-
ing, such as the solution proposed in [217].
Offloading in the dynamic environment. Approaches in
this category deal with offloading in a dynamic network
environment; e.g. changing connection status and bandwidth.
A common technique for dynamic offloading is application
partitioning. For example, MAUI [218] uses code portability
to create two versions of a mobile application, one for the
local execution on devices and the other for the remote
execution in the cloud. Another technique is to evaluate the
circumstances of executing an application and estimating
the efficiency of offloading, e.g. Ou et al. [219] take into
account computations performed locally, ideal offloading
without failures, and increased performance using offloading
and failure recoveries.
Enhancing the efficiency of data access. Handling the data
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resources in clouds is not a trivial problem due to the low
bandwidth, mobility, and the limitation of resource capacity
of mobile devices. Shen et al. present the E-Recall framework
to address the data access issue. Approaches like [220] pro-
pose data access infrastructures to manage, search, share, and
archive the rich media resources based on the coordination of
mobile search, cloud computing, and multimodality integra-
tion. Another type of solutions to increase the efficiency of
accessing data on the cloud is using a local storage cache,
e.g. as done by [221].
Context-aware mobile cloud services. These types of ser-
vices fulfill mobile users’ needs by monitoring their prefer-
ences and provide appropriate services to each of the users.
For example, Samimi et al. [222] propose a model, called
Mobile Service Clouds (MSCs), which contains a gateway
choosing an appropriate primary proxy to meet the user
requirements, e.g. the shortest path and minimum round-trip
time, and then sends the result to the user. The VOLARE
middleware [223], embedded on a mobile device, is another
approach that monitors the resources and contexts of the
mobile device, and dynamically adjusts the requirements of
the user at run-time.

Table 5 shows a summary of challenges and future direc-
tions related to the cloud application domains.

VII. MODELING AND SIMULATIONS OF CLOUD
SYSTEMS
In this section, we discuss techniques, tools, and challenges
related to the modeling and simulation of cloud systems and
applications.

A. CLOUD-BASED APPLICATIONS MODELING
Cloud modeling has recently received the attention of the
research community. Cloud modeling approaches are aimed
at addressing the diversity of cloud environments by intro-
ducing a set of modeling concepts through novel domain-
specific languages. Model Driven Engineering (MDE) re-
lated techniques are proposed in some recent works focusing
on the models, languages, model transformations, and soft-
ware processes for the model-driven development of cloud-
based Software as a service (SaaS).

In addition, general-purpose modeling languages, such
as Unified Modeling Language (UML), provide modeling
concepts to represent software, platform, and infrastructure
artifacts from different viewpoints. Out of these, the de-
ployment view is more relevant and useful for cloud-based
applications as they can specify the distribution of applica-
tion components on the targeted cloud computing platforms.
Beyond that, contributions based on UML provide cloud-
specific extensions to capture the extensive features of cloud
providers at the modeling level, in addition to the generic
modeling capabilities of the UML deployment language.

Blueprint [224] is an early contribution to cloud applica-
tions modeling. In this approach, applications are described
as coarse-grained deployment artifacts providing a uniform
representation of an application connected with the required

cloud service offerings. Blueprints are described in Exten-
sible Markup Language (XML) and typically represented in
terms of a Virtual Architecture Topology (VAT). The idea is
to publish such blueprints in a public repository to create a
service marketplace.

Cloud Application Modeling Language (CAML) [225] is
a well-known modeling approach which enables describing
cloud-based deployment topologies directly in UML and re-
fining them with cloud offerings captured by dedicated UML
profiles. In CAML, a clear separation is achieved between
cloud-provider independent and cloud-provider specific de-
ployment models. MULTICLAPP [226] proposes a UML
profile in order to represent components that are expected to
be deployed to a cloud platform by applying cloud-provider
independent stereotypes to them. CloudML-UFPE proposes
modeling concepts to represent cloud offerings connected
with the internal resources of a cloud platform. The other
line of research on cloud modeling is focused on the use
of resources available in the clouds. CloudML [227] is
perhaps the most well-known Domain Specific Language
(DSL) in this area, proposing to define an abstraction layer
used to model resources available in clouds. CloudML au-
tomatically analyses the user’s resource requirements and
provisions resources in clouds. CloudMF [174] leverages
upon models@run-time and combines it with recent cloud
solutions. It consists of a cloud modeling language and a
models@run-time environment for enacting the provision-
ing, deployment, and adaptation of these systems.

The TOSCA aims at proposing portable cloud applications
that are described in terms of so-called service templates,
based on XML. Service templates in TOSCA can be oper-
ational with management plans from which operations can
be called to initiate, for instance, the provisioning of applica-
tions. We discuss TOSCA in Sections III-C and V-C.

Heat Orchestration Template (HOT) [228] provides a tem-
plate based orchestration for describing and running a cloud
application on OpenStack [23]. A template describes the
infrastructure for a cloud application specifying the rela-
tionships between resources, e.g. a volume and a server,
and enabling creation of the infrastructure for launching the
application.

The Cloud Application Modelling and Execution Lan-
guage (CAMEL) [229] is a domain-specific models@run-
time DSL extending the CloudML and CloudMF enabling
users to specify different aspects of multicloud applications,
such as utility functions to drive the deployment and adap-
tation, metrics for monitoring the application and context,
scalability rules for platform level scaling, providers, orga-
nizations, users, roles, and security controls.

Cloud Service Description Model (CSDM) [230] is an
extension of the Unified Service Description Language
(USDL). It splits service information into several modules
that support different specification aspects, such as facili-
tating evaluation of the services with respect to the qual-
ities based on the interactions; supporting both syntactic
and semantic service description, enabling the description of
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Sub-areas Challenges and Future Directions References
Internet of Things

• Security
• Real-time data processing
• Standardization
• Dynamic deployment in cloud-fog
• Cross-cloud IoT services
• Application-oriented resource modeling

[35], [37], [177],
[182]–[186]

Cyber-Physical Systems
• Need for standards
• Privacy and security
• Programming abstractions
• Real-time requirements

[138], [192]–
[197]

eScience
• Data lock-in
• eScience common development infrastructures
• Real-time processing of scientific data

[147]–[149],
[205]–[207],
[210]

Mobile Cloud Computing
• Low bandwidth, availability, heterogeneity, of-

floading in the static environment, offloading in
the dynamic environment, enhancing the efficiency
of data access, and context-aware mobile cloud
services

[211]–[223]

TABLE 5: Application domains research challenges and future directions

various cloud services with different delivery or deployment
models.

Cloud-based applications modeling is still under devel-
opment and research due to the complexities in abstracting
various cloud resource types, as well as the discrepancies
between cloud vendors in cloud services provisioning. We
list below the main future directions in this context.
Unified modeling techniques. One important challenge is
how to align cloud modeling languages with state-of-the-
art software modeling languages which is referred as unified
modeling support. As an example, we mentioned above that
MULTICLAPP [226] proposes cloud modeling based on
UML. However, it does not support refining components
towards cloud services provided by a certain cloud vendor.

Modeling QoS requirements. The developers and vendors
may not always be able to model QoS requirements at design-
time in a cloud-agnostic way. For example, the cloud provider
may not be able to specify the location of systems without
knowing the location of the consumers. There are a few mod-
eling frameworks that promise support of QoS aspects, such
as CloudSim [231]. However, CloudSim is at the simulation
level, modeling limited QoS aspects such as response time
and budget for virtual machines in the cloud. Guerout et al.
proposed a cloud architecture modeling concept that includes
trade-off analysis between different cloud QoS parameters,
such as performance and energy-efficiency [232].
Modeling dynamic aspects. Molding the dynamics of cloud
applications will become a crucial need for future adaptive
cloud-based applications. Modeling techniques need to be

extended in such a way that any run-time changes to the
application should be reflected in the model. Moreover, the
planned changes can be analyzed and verified using model-
based verification techniques, prior to being implemented.
The CAMEL modeling framework [229] has covered many
aspects of dynamic application behavior, such as dynamic
loading of an application form one cloud platform to another
cloud platform in a multicloud setting because of perfor-
mance requirements in data-intensive applications.
Simulation support for deployment models. This is an-
other important modeling challenge in this context to make
prediction about non-functional properties such as costs and
performance before the actual application deployment. We
discuss this issue more in detail in the next subsection.

B. SIMULATIONS
As for any other emerging computational domain, cloud
computing is also full of unsolved research challenges. To
make clouds more efficient, challenges such as achieving
workload optimization, higher predictability of services, and
energy efficiency, to name a few, must be tackled. The re-
search undertakings often require designing new algorithms,
methods, and technologies. However, as the real strength of
the proposed methods and algorithms may only be shown
on a very large scale infrastructure with hundreds of thou-
sands of virtual machines in place, it is extremely costly to
conduct repeated experiments for evaluation. Thus, large-
scale modeling and simulation is vital for the evaluation of
new research in the domain of cloud computing. Several
good simulation tools are already available for modeling
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and simulation of workloads running on cloud computing
data centers, such as CloudSim [231], CloudAnalyst [233],
and GreenCloud [234]. CloudSim, in particular, has gained
significant popularity and also been extended to include
various new features. For instance ContainerCloudSim [235]
adds support for containers in cloud data centers. Network-
CloudSim [236] extended CloudSim to include real network
simulations. However, some critical challenges still remain in
cloud simulation as summarized in the following.
Support for communication models. Most of the available
cloud simulation tools have limited support of simulating
the communication model in the cloud [237]. Furthermore,
even the simulators which provide full support for the com-
munication model, such as NetworkCloudSim and Green-
Cloud are very restrictive in their support of state-of-the-art
communication technologies. As new network technologies,
DCN topology, storage architectures, and switching fabrics
are emerging, the support of state-of-the-art technologies in
communication models is very important for realistic cloud
simulations. For instance, technologies based on loss-less
Ethernet, like DCB, enable a converged unified fabric in data
center environments. These are interesting topics of current
research but their support in cloud communication model
simulations is very limited. Moreover, as communication
model simulation often requires flit-level simulations, the
simulation efficiency and support for parallel simulations are
also necessary to warrant timely results.
Specialized workload simulations. As clouds are increas-
ingly being used to run specialized data center workloads,
such as big data analytics and machine learning, future
simulation tools need to support such workloads for en-
hanced simulation results. For instance, already available
simulators for MapReduce [238], such as HSim [239] and
Yarn Scheduler Load Simulator (SLS) [240], can greatly
improve specialized workload simulations in the cloud if
they are integrated with today’s cloud simulation models. It
also applies to the specialized PaaS services, that are readily
available from prominent cloud providers, but are hard to be
added to current simulation models.
Multicloud simulations. From the cloud user’s perspective,
support of multicloud simulations, where application compo-
nents are allowed to be deployed simultaneously on different
cloud platforms, can be valuable to select appropriate cloud
services for their applications. Even though cloud federation
and hybrid cloud simulations are explored in the litera-
ture [241], multicloud simulation is still largely an unpaved
territory.
Cloud datasets and production traces. Open cloud datasets
and traces recorded from production systems are paramount
to the cloud research. These traces make it possible for the re-
searchers to evaluate newly proposed algorithms, techniques,
and tools for large-scale systems without actual implementa-
tion in production. For instance, a new workload scheduling
algorithm can be comprehensively tested and compared with
the state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms using real-world
production workload traces to assess its performance and

usability in a production environment. Some of the most
popular cloud datasets are specified in the following.

Google Compute Traces provides traces of workload run-
ning on Google compute cells of a 12.5k-machine clus-
ter for about a month-long period. Google also provides
execution traces for their exploratory testing architecture.
Yahoo datasets consists of several traces including a dataset
with a series of traces for the hardware resource utilization
such as CPU load, memory utilization, and network traffic
during the operation of Sherpa database on a production sys-
tem. Another Yahoo dataset provides statistical information
about file access patterns on an HDFS cluster. Several large
companies and research organizations provide traces for the
Hadoop workloads. Facebook Hadoop traces include a one
day duration of historical traces on 600-machine Facebook
Hadoop cluster containing around one million jobs in total.
OpenCloud Hadoop logs are Hadoop logs containing job
configuration and execution history files on a production
OpenCloud cluster. Eucalyptus dataset contains traces of
the VM start and stop events together with some anomalies
added for the research and analysis. Having pointed out some
available datasets, it is imperative to state that more open
datasets and traces, specially from large production clusters,
are needed for future cloud research. In particular, with the
changing cloud workloads, it is eminent that traces from
recent day executions are made available regularly.

Table 6 shows a summary of challenges and future direc-
tions related to cloud modeling and simulation.

VIII. SECURITY, PRIVACY, AND CONFIDENTIALITY
The valuable transformation of services that exploit the ben-
efits of virtualizing and consuming IT resources in the cloud
is accompanied by several security threats and significant
challenges to consider [242]. Computing nodes and storage
volumes that may respectively host critical applications and
persist sensitive data often reside next to potentially hostile
virtual environments, leaving sensitive information at risk to
theft, unauthorized access, or malicious manipulation [243].
In this section, we focus on the most important security,
privacy, and confidentiality challenges detected from an ex-
tensive state-of-the-art analysis.

Recently, the Cloud Security Alliance [242] revisited the
list of the top security related threats and identified the most
critical ones. Among the security concerns that remain high
on such lists for several years, are the information disclosure
and data loss due to data breaches and account hijacking or
insufficient identity and access management. The attack vec-
tors that may result in a data leakage, are inherently increased
once an enterprise shifts to the cloud computing paradigm.
Moreover, security issues with respect to malicious insiders
of either the enterprise that uses cloud resources or even the
cloud providers, constitute a constant and significant risk.
Current or former employees may intentionally exceed or
misuse their access privileges in a manner that can negatively
affect the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the or-
ganization’s data [242]. Such concerns render cloud security
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Sub-areas Challenges and Future Directions References
Cloud-based Applications Modeling

• Unified modeling techniques
• Modeling QoS requirements
• Modeling dynamic aspects
• Simulation support for deployment models

[226], [229],
[231], [232]

Simulations
• Support for communication models
• Specialized workload simulations
• Multicloud simulations
• Availability of recent production traces

[234], [236]–
[241]

TABLE 6: Modeling and simulation research challenges and future directions

realized through data protection and access control, privacy
and confidentiality as top challenges to be addressed.

A. SECURITY IN THE CLOUD

While several attack vectors may be exposed on a SaaS level,
mainly due to administrator’s misconfigurations, the database
takeover along with the post-exploitation of breached data
is under the sole responsibility of the application devel-
oper [243]. Thus, the protection of the persistent layer of a
modern cloud application becomes a necessity, and one of
the biggest challenges to efficiently address. The application
developer faces significant challenges in the cloud, since she
is responsible, firstly, for sanitizing all HTTP-input parame-
ters that could be used as attack vectors by adversaries, and
secondly for guarantying that compromised data will become
unusable under the existing brute-forcing and reversing tech-
niques [243]. In addition, the mere utilization of IaaS or PaaS
providers in order to host or develop a cloud application,
may by itself spawn a multitude of inherent vulnerabilities
that cannot be tackled effectively without appropriate and
transparent mitigation and protection mechanisms, e.g. with
respect to Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks).
One of the most powerful tools for alleviating such concerns
is the development and enforcement of efficient and dynamic
access control mechanisms that should be capable of manag-
ing all authorization decisions without neglecting to consider
the inherent attack vectors that may be met at any level of the
cloud stack. Below, we discuss the most significant security
challenges.
Dynamic access control in the cloud. Out of the basic
access control models [244], namely Discretionary Access
Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC), Role-
Based Access Control (RBAC) and Attribute Based Access
Control (ABAC), only the latter two are considered flexible
enough to cope with increased security challenges posed by
cloud applications. Furthermore, a clear challenge has been
defined in most advanced RBAC [245]–[247] and ABAC
efforts [248]–[251] which is to fuse with context-awareness
any access control decision that may permit the manipulation
of sensitive data, persisted on cloud resources. Specifically,
this refers to the need for efficient and flexible access con-

trol approaches capable of taking into account a number of
contextual parameters that characterize data access requests
in the cloud and fusing with advanced security policies,
cloud applications in order to restrict access to sensitive
data. This still remains only a partially addressed challenge
even by the most recent research efforts [243]. It is still
partially addressed mainly because there is an implication in
implementing a well advanced context-aware authorization
engine. The implication comes from the fact that numerous
software handlers need to be developed as well, for feeding
the policy decision points (PDPs) with raw (e.g. 37.9838°
N, 23.7275° E) or higher level context (e.g. Athens, Greece)
that should not be corrupted or disputed. In this regard,
the most promising approaches will continue towards alle-
viating the security concerns associated with the adoption
of cloud computing by introducing innovative security-by-
design frameworks. This will facilitate infusing appropriate
context-aware access control policies into cloud applications.

DDoS mitigation in the cloud. DDoS attacks is a class
of perimeter security attacks that are often launched by a
remotely controlled network of botnets sending malformed
packets or service requests in order to flood sensitive sys-
tems. Their utmost goal is to exhaust the network bandwidth
and server resources intended for legitimate users [252].
The implications of such cybersecurity attacks are severe
for cloud-based applications since they deteriorate or even
completely interrupt any service provisioning of the target
system, but they may even affect any co-hosted applications
in multi-tenant scenarios by flooding their virtualized and
physical resources. Therefore, intensive research efforts to-
wards mitigation approaches in several levels of the cloud
stack are currently present in the literature. Specifically,
there have been several noteworthy efforts on DDoS mit-
igation that employ traditional firewall tactics such as IP
trace back, anomaly detection, ingress and egress filtering,
network self-similarity, etc. [253]–[256]. These approaches,
however, present significant limitations [253], especially in
the domain of cloud computing, where vendor agnostic and
software defined solutions should be put in place for being
able to cope with both single and multiple IaaS provider
scenarios. Nowadays, many research efforts clearly indicate a
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strong focus and a promising potential on the emerging SDN
paradigm in addressing DDoS flooding attacks. In addition,
there is also a clear uptake of lower level approaches that
are promising especially for the fog computing domain.
These are built on technologies like the in-kernel packet filter
known as Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) and the extended
Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF) [257] that are proposed by
researchers for improving cloud security.

B. CONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVACY IN MULTICLOUDS
As mentioned before, it is evident that the most critical part of
a modern cloud application is the data persistency layer and
the database itself [242]. As all sensitive information resides
in this layer, the database-takeover constitutes the ultimate
goal for every external or internal adversary and the utmost
fear of any data owner that uses cloud resources. Thus, ad-
ditional major challenges are the confidentiality and privacy
concerns that dictate the need to enforce safe-guarding mech-
anism for protecting users’ records that may reside on cloud
resources. To this end, any cloud-based deployment must
first ensure that especially the sensitive data is stored in an
encrypted form. Nevertheless, the cryptographic protection
of sensitive data still remains a very active and challenging
research domain, since the use of efficient cryptographic al-
gorithms present certain security trade-offs. Data encryption
offers indeed robust security, but at the cost of reducing
the efficiency of the service and limiting the functionality
that can be applied over the encrypted data stored on cloud
premises [258]. For example, in a data leakage incident, the
post-exploitation risk, can be increased in cases where a
simple symmetric encryption algorithm has been employed
for protecting the cloud application data [243]. Several mod-
ern cracking tool kits like oclHashcat that utilize Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU) power are able to crack ciphers using
brute-force techniques with an attack rate that may reach
billion attempts per second. Based on this, three concrete
challenges are formed: functionality-preserving encryption,
secure key management, and fragmentation and distribution
of sensitive data in multiclouds, that are further discussed
below.
Functionality-preserving encryption in multiclouds.
There is a new wave of functionality-preserving algo-
rithms [259], [260] that have recently been emerged attempt-
ing to provide a better balance between confidentiality and
usability. This can be valuable especially in the context of
cloud applications. Specifically, these new approaches do not
use probabilistic encryption for sensitive data, even though
it may be highly secure because of the ability to prevent
statistical attacks. Instead, they propose searchable encryp-
tion schemes [261] and their variations like Format [262]
and Order Preserving Encryption [263] for increasing the
efficiency and speed of the respective querying and data
exploitation. The reason is that the probabilistic encryption
constitutes data completely unusable, obfuscating it to both
adversaries and legitimate users. Thus, any kind of process-
ing by a legitimate user is impossible without first decrypting

all the data (e.g. finding the average values out of several
entries in a database). These approaches [261]–[263] aim to
efficiently address this issue by allowing legitimate users to
receive the result of a function without being exposed to any
details of the individual data artefacts used for calculating
the function output. The most recent approaches [264], [265]
take a step further in order to ease the security compromises
that take place against efficiency, by creating separate en-
crypted indexes for the data, whose functionality needs to be
preserved. Nevertheless, much more work is needed in order
to overcome domain specific constraints and additionally
cope with the distributed nature of unstructured data persisted
in multiclouds [258].
Secure key management in multiclouds. This challenge is
also important for ensuring the design and development of
appropriate mechanisms in order to assure that encryption
keys cannot be revealed to malicious users. Any crypto-
graphic keys used, must not be embedded in source code
or be distributed in an unprotected manner, since there is
a significant chance of discovery and misuse. Keys need to
be appropriately secured through a public key infrastructure
(PKI) that ensures safe key creation, propagation and revoca-
tion control [242]. This still remains a challenge in the cloud
computing domain where the honest-but-curious adversarial
model is usually considered [266] for interacting entities,
e.g. cloud providers. To alleviate this challenge there is a
clear direction of work towards distributed key management
approaches [267].
Fragmentation and distribution of sensitive data in mul-
ticlouds. There are privacy issues which stem from the
plethora of available automated exploitation tools, like
SQLMap, and the widely spread sophisticated techniques
that try to evade intrusion detection systems (IDS) and intru-
sion prevention systems (IPS) [268]. The existence of such
techniques highlights that the risk of database compromise is
greater than ever before. A promising direction of work with
respect to addressing such privacy concerns constitutes novel
approaches that focus on fragmentation and distribution of
sensitive data artefacts in a way that, even if the encryption
key is somehow intercepted by an adversary, the sensitive
information is still protected [243]. Nevertheless, several ad-
vancements over the current state-of-the art are still required
in order to deal with unstructured data that may have already
been distributed over multiclouds for processing efficiency
and fail-over purposes.

Table 7 shows a summary of challenges and future direc-
tions related to cloud security, privacy and confidentiality.

IX. INTEROPERABILITY AND PORTABILITY
The spectrum of cloud computing products and services
is very diverse ranging from IaaS, to PaaS, and SaaS, in
addition to the recent novel and more specific services such
as Big Data as a Service. The variety of cloud services
and platforms has led to heterogeneous and vendor-specific
cloud architectures and technologies, increasing the risk of
vendor lock-in for customers. Vendor lock-in causes a user
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Sub-areas Challenges and Future Directions References
Security in the Cloud

• Dynamic access control in the cloud
• DDoS mitigation mechanisms in the cloud

[243]–[253],
[253]–[257]

Confidentiality and Privacy in Multiclouds
• Functionality-preserving encryption in

multiclouds
• Secure key management in multiclouds
• Fragmentation and distribution of sensitive data in

multiclouds

[242], [243],
[258]–[268]

TABLE 7: Security and privacy research challenges and future directions

being tied to a particular cloud service provider due to the
technical difficulties and costs of migrating to equivalent
cloud services from other providers. To address this concern,
the portability and interoperability of cloud services should
be carefully considered by cloud vendors and application
developers.

Interoperability, in cloud computing, is defined as the
capability of public clouds, private clouds, and other soft-
ware systems hosted within the enterprise to communicate
each other, and understand service interfaces, configuration,
forms of authentication and authorization, data formats,
etc. in order to cooperate and interoperate with each other.
The most common type of communication happens between
components on the cloud service customer side and the com-
ponents of the cloud service provider on the other side. The
highest degree of interoperability is that the interfaces are
standardized so that the customer can switch to another cloud
service provider with minimal impact on the customer’s
components.

Portability in cloud computing is threefold: cloud data
portability, system portability and application portability. The
former refers to ability to transfer data from one cloud service
to another cloud service, without having to re-enter the
data [269]. This includes portability of the syntax and seman-
tics of the transferred data. System portability represents the
ability to migrate virtual machine instances, machine images,
applications or even services, and their relative contents from
one cloud provider to another [270]. Application portability
indicates the ability to transfer an application or application
components from one cloud service to a equivalent cloud
service and run the application in the target cloud service,
without having to make significant changes to the application
code.

There are many interoperability challenges in cloud com-
puting, raising from the lack of standardized interfaces and
API. There are many cloud standardization initiatives. Some
of them focus on standardizing parts of a cloud computing
service such as authentication and data access. The other
type aims to standardize how different elements of a cloud
service should work together as a solution. Nevertheless,
cloud standards are in development, both for IaaS and PaaS
offerings. While PaaS cloud services have lower levels of

interoperability, the greatest level of interoperability is found
for IaaS cloud services, where functionality is rather equiv-
alent and there are a number of standard interfaces, such as
Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI) [271]. Leading
cloud vendors are greatly influencing the development of new
standards, even imposing their own standards in the mar-
ket. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute
has created a cloud group to consider cloud standardization
needs and conformity with interoperability standards. The
Cloud Standards Customer Council (CSCC) is dedicated to
accelerating the successful adoption of cloud computing and
identifying related standards. The Open Cloud Computing
Interface (OCCI) is a REST based protocol and API, pub-
lished by the Open Grid Forum (OGF) to define standards
for a shareable and homogeneous interface to support all
kinds of management tasks in the cloud environment [272].
In spite of the above initiatives, there are still open challenges
in cloud interoperability and portability, presented below and
summarized in Table 8.
SaaS applications interoperability. This issue presents the
greatest challenge in this context. There are very few standard
APIs for SaaS applications and switching from one SaaS
application to another SaaS application with comparable
functionality may require interface changes [271], [272].
Interface mapping layers and Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)
are the attempts to address this issue, like the interoperable
cloud-computing-based platform [273] for the management
of administrative processes of public administrations. How-
ever, more generic approaches for SaaS interoperability are
missing.
Portability of applications built for PaaS platforms. The
differences between PaaS platforms can lead to heavy re-
engineering of customer code when the code is moved
between those platforms. Common open source PaaS plat-
forms such as Cloud Foundry and containerization technolo-
gies [274] such as Docker (allowing subdivision and indepen-
dent deployment of parts of an application) are two promising
approaches in this context. Besides these, there are solutions
that promise semantically interconnect heterogeneous PaaS
offerings across different cloud providers, e.g. when they
share the same technology [275].
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Challenges and Future Directions References

• SaaS applications interoperability
• Portability of applications built for PaaS platforms

[271]–[275]

TABLE 8: Interoperability research challenges and future directions

X. CONCLUSIONS
Cloud computing is about to realize the dream of computing
as a utility. It is widely used by small- and large-scale IT
services providers in order to make software and hardware
services delivery less costly, and more secure, more reliable,
and more scalable. Despite the significant development in
cloud computing, the current technologies are not yet mature
enough to realize fully the potential of true utility comput-
ing. Many key solutions in this domain are still in their
infancy, such as automatic resource provisioning, cross-cloud
services, novel fog- and IoT-based cloud services, and cloud
modeling. This implies that there is still tremendous oppor-
tunities for researchers to make fundamental contributions in
this field, and make significant impact on the advancements
of cloud computing.

In this paper, we have provided a survey on state-of-the-
art solutions for various cloud research areas and a broader
understanding of the design challenges of cloud computing.
Our analysis has identified the potential of future research
directions for cloud-based systems. Tables 1-8 summarize the
areas we studied in this paper, including their associated sub-
areas. For each sub-area of cloud research, those tables list
the topics that should be further researched with the potential
of high impact results in the future.
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